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A few weeks ago, I was in Spring Hill Tennessee, where the Suppliers Partnership for the Environment (SP)

co-hosted its 3rd Quarter Membership Meeting with the Tennessee Automotive Manufacturers Association

(TAMA).  I was there to talk about E3 (Economy, Energy and the Environment), an initiative jointly created by

five Federal Agencies – including Department of Energy, Environmental Protection Agency, Department of

Labor, Small Business Administration and the Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) of The National

Institute of Standards and Technology – to help manufacturers implement sustainable manufacturing practices.

SP is an innovative partnership between automobile original equipment manufacturers – including General

Motors, Chrysler Group LLC and Ford Motor Company – and their suppliers. It provides a forum for automotive

and vehicle suppliers to work collaboratively, learn from each other and share environmental best practices. The

SP is unique in that it was built around the lean and clean efforts of the automotive industry working in

partnership with EPA and the NIST MEP, first through the Green Suppliers Network, and now via the E3

initiative.

In fact, the newest member of SP is Electricfil Corporation, a manufacturer of automotive ignition systems

including engine and transmission sensors, and one of the firms that has been part of the E3 effort. Lynn Lane of

Electricfil was there to talk about how E3 has helped the company to reduce costs by reducing energy usage and

cut landfill-bound waste by 90%.

Electricfil worked with its local E3 partner, the Alabama Technology Network (ATN), on a Practical Energy

Assessment. After a detailed review of their facility and daily work practices coupled with brainstorming sessions

geared at identifying key improvement areas, the company was given a list of recommended improvements along

with potential energy and cost savings. ATN also led two 5-day long Kaizen events at the facility. The first event

was focused on reducing tooling changeover times at the company’s over molding presses and the second event

was focused on modifications to its resin potting and curing processes. Both events targeted process

improvements that would ultimately result in time savings, cost savings and energy reductions.

As a result of participation in the Alabama E3 Initiative Electricfil Corporation has reduced its energy

consumption by 25% or approximately $40,000 annually. The company was also awarded TVA VII-E 5 year

utilities credits for energy conservation and investment and another incentive for participation in their CEAI

energy efficiency program.  The estimated value of these utility services, payments, and credits is $45,000. In

addition, Electricfil Corporation reduced landfill bound waste from nearly 40 yards to less than 4 yards per week

through recycling of nearly all production scrap and general waste products.

If you’d like to learn more about the E3 initiative, you should check out the new E3 Website at www.e3.gov.

Website highlights include: an E3 project map to locate active E3 projects and learn about the status of the

project; opportunities for E3 projects to share their successes; key steps to guide E3 project development, and;

discussion of potential challenges and opportunities in the journey to sustainability. Working together through

partnerships such as E3, we can help American manufacturers to become more profitable and sustainable.
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